ARCH 484/584 SUMMER 2024
A TASTE OF MOUNT HOOD
CRN 40243 and 40250 | 6.0cr | MTWR 0800 – 1150 | 405E LA
instructor: Merike Mighell BAA, NCIDQ, ASID, IIIDA  email: mighell@uoregon.edu

Since the new Sahale Lodge was built, the owner of Mount Hood meadows Ski and Summer Resort has been thinking about upgrading the brutalist Main Lodge (built in 1967 and expanded in 1999).

This adaptive reuse studio will focus on the imagined renovation of the 3,060 sq.ft. Alpenstube Restaurant and 1,350sq.ft.kitchen on Level 2, and the 1,630sq.ft  Alpen Loft on Level 3 of the Main Lodge building. It will also involve the addition of an exterior deck to be accessed from the Alpen Loft.

The owner Matthew Drake values the importance of indigenous culture, earth sciences, vulcanology, hydrology, wildlife, partnerships with University of Oregon, the arts (including culinary) and opportunities to partner with indigenous peoples in all of these areas especially when considering new projects. He will be available to our studio as a resource.

Programming and Space Planning will be emphasized. Students will engage in independent and cooperative project-based learning. Classes will include client studies/interviews, case studies, building analysis, and program analyses, individual and group critiques, in-class pin-ups, formal reviews, in-class discussions, teamwork, lectures, and a field trip to the project site.